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*ScaleIO
Tamir
Founded in Feb 2011
First GA in Q3 2012
Acquired in June 2013 by EMC

Standard Array lifecycle 3-5 years
Plan, deploy, expand, optimise, rinse and repeat

Limited lifecycle for software and hardware
Fixed performance or capacity with limited scale
Expansions are fixed and limited
Data migrations take time and increase risk

ScaleIO
Abstract - Pool - Automate

SDS, Standard x86 hardware, Ethernet expansion

Useful life of ScaleIO = perpetual
Deploy once
Grow incrementally
No data migration
rolling upgrades
Perpetual software licenses

Vision and Architecture
Erez Webman

Core, Fundamental Features of ScaleIO
Configuration Flexibility
- hyperconverged and/or 2-layers
Highly scalable
- 100s / 1000s of nodes
High performance / low footprint
- performance scales linearly
- high I/O parallelism
- Gets the maximum from flash media
- various caching options (RAM, flash)
Platform agnostic
- Bare-metal: Linux / Windows
- Virtual: ESX, XEN, KVM, Hyper-V
Any network
- slow, fast, shared, dedicated, IPv6
Flash and Magnetic

 - SSD, NVMe, PCI or HDD
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 - Manual and automatic multi-tiering

Elastic / flexible / multi-tenancy
 - Add, move, remove nodes or disks “on the fly”
 - Auto-balance
 - Various partitioning schemes:
 o Protection-domains
 o Storage pools
 o Fault sets
 - Seamlessly move assets from one partition to another
 - QoS – bandwidth/IOPS limiter

Resilient
 - Distributed mirroring
 - Fast auto manyto-many rebuild
 - Extensive failure handling / HA
 - Background disk scanner

Secure
 - AD/LDAP, RABAC integration
 - Secure cluster formation and component authentication
 - Secure connectivity with componets, secure external client communication
 - D@RE (SW, followed by SED*)

Ease of management & operation
 - GUI, CLI, REST, OpenStack Cinder, vSphere plugin and more
 - Instant maintenance mode
 - NDU

Competent Snapshots
 - Writeable, no hierarchy limits
 - Large consistency groups
 - Automatic policies*

Thin-provisioning
Space-efficient layout*

 - Fine-grain snapshots and thin-provisioning*
 - Compression*

*Soon

app - any application that directly accesses block devices (could be an 
application, a local file system, a distributed file system, a hypervisor, etc)

replication currently performed with a RecoverPoint splitter - it’s a priority to 
get native support though

local storage - could be either dedicated disks or partitions within disks

ScaleIO in Hyperconverged configuration
Hyperconverged

 - Application and storage in the same node
 - ScaleIO is yet another application running alongside other applciations 
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Asymmetric nodes

 - Nodes may have different # of spindles, etc

ScaleIO in two-layer configuration
app-only nodes can access ScaleIO volumes
app+storage - hyperconverged nodes

ScaleIO Components
ScaleIO Data Client
Exposes shared block volumes to the application (block device driver)

ScaleIO Data Server
Owns local storage that contributes to the ScaleIO storage pool (daemon/service)

SDS and SDC in the same host
Can live together
SDC serves the I/O requests of the resident host applications
SDS serves the I/O requests of various SDCs

Volume Layout, Redundancy and Elasticity
A volume appears as a single object to the application

Volume Layout (No Redundancy)
Chunks (1MB) are spread across the cluster in a balanced manner
No hot spots, no I/O splitting

2-Copy Mirror Scheme

Free and Spare Capacity 
Free and reserved space scattered across the cluster

Fast, balanced and smart rebuild
Forwards Rebuild
- once disk/node fails - the rebuild load is balanced across all the cluster 
partition disks/nodes -> faster and smoother rebuild
Backwards Rebuild
- smart and selective transition to “backwards” rebuild (re-silvering), once a 
failed node is back alive
- short outage = small penalty

Elasticity, Auto-rebalance
Add: one may add nodes or disks dynamically -> the system automatically rebalances 
the storage
Old volumes can use the wider striping
No extra exposure
Most minimal data transferred
Remove: One may remove nodes / disks dynamically -> the system automatically 
rebalances the storage
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Minimal data transferred in a many to many fashion
Combination: The same rebalance plan could handle additions and removals 
simultaneously

Single write I/O
 - The SDC interacts directly with the relevant SDS
 - A single Write I/O generally involves interactions with only 2 nodes
 - A single Read I/O generally involves an interaction with a single node

Mapping Information
How does the client know which nodes to interact with?
SDC holds mapping information that is very efficient so it can be stored in real 
memory (8PB storage -> 2MB RAM)
Furthermore, the mapping info may change without the client being notified in time 
(lazy, loosely-coupled approach)

Metadata Manager (MDM)
The MDM is authoritative re: mapping and ownerships
Responsible for data migration decisions (rebuild, rebalance, etc)
Extremely light and lazy interactions with SDCs / SDSs
User data never passes via the MDM
A highly-available component
Not a bottleneck

Does not require dedicated nodes

[demo - Joel Sprouse]
A fault set exists within a protection domain (requires 3 nodes)
rebuild (exposure) is different to rebalance (passive)

MDM nodes can be installed outside or inside the cluster (up to 5 nodes)

ScaleIO Performance - Dan Aharoni 
SDS/SDC Performance 
Default vs performance profile
Different CPUs will have different performance
Writes about half the read IOPS
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